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The interpenetration of two excluded-volume chain molecules of different size in dilute solution is studieci via 
scaling and renormalization methods. The chains are found to interpenetrate much more strongly than 
smoothed-density models suggest, in accordance with recent work by Khokhlov. The pair correlation funtion 
g(r) goes to zero at the origin only as a weak power of r. This power is related to Des Cloizeaux's exponents 0, 
describing intra chain correlations. The power is also related to the scaling exponents of star polymers. The 
mutual excluded volume MSL of two chains with greatly different length is proportional to the volume of the 
smaller chain and to the mass of the larger. Thus MSL is much smaller than a smoothed density model would 
predict. We discuss which chain correlations give rise to this small M sL ' The universal coefficient relating MSL 
to the radius of gyration of the smaller chain is strongly dependent on the dimension d of space, according to 
our second-order expansion in 4-d. The interpenetration behavior predicted here affects measurable 
thermodynamic, scattering, and physical-chemical properties of the solution. 

PACS numbers: 61.25.Hq 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Excluded-VOlume effects give rise to repulsion be
tween long chain polymers dissolved in a good solvent. 
The repulsion increases the osmotic pressure. alters 
the light-scattering profile of the solution, and inhibits 
phenomena like chemical reactions requiring interchain 
contact. The interaction between two chains S and L 
can be described in terms of the correlation function 
gSL{r), a function proportional to the probability that the 
two chains are separated by a displacement r, and nor
malized to be 1 for r- 00. In a dilute solution containing 
K polymers, each is excluded from a volume 

{K -l)MSL = (K -1) !d3rfl- gSL{r») 

because of the others. 

The properties of gSL{r) and of the excluded volume 
M have been discussed extensively. 1-3 The methods 

S L • 4-8. 
of renormalized perturbatIon theory prOVIde a sys-
tematic approach. In this article, we analyze the be
havior of gSL{r) using scaling methods and renormalized 
field theory. The same scaling methods have been used 
recently by Khokhlov9 to predict the rate of certain 
chemical reactions. 

A qualitative idea about the inter chain correlations 
can be obtained by a smoothed-density approxima
tion, 1.10,3 in which each polymer (of N monomers) is 
replaced by a uniform cloud of N monomers with the 
same radius R. Then gSL{r) has the simple form 
exp[ - U(r)/kT). The interaction energy U of the over
lapping densities Ps, centered at the origin, and PL' 
centered at r, has the form f3f dlr'PS{r')PL{r'). For two 

a1present address and permanent address. 
blHorace H. Rackham. predoctoral fellow. 

overlapping chains of different size the densities pare 
roughly N IR3, and the over lapping volume is order of 
the smaller radius cubed. Letting S (L) be the number 
of monomers in the smaller (larger) chain, we have 

() 3 S L S L 1-3v Ur-Rs"iirR ]i3- , 
S L 

(1) 

where we have used the Flory relation R - NV
, II ~ O. 6. 

This energy goes to infinity as S and L go (together) to 
infinity, for any r where the clouds overlap. Thus, the 
gSL(r) for the two overlapping clouds is exponentially 
small in N: the clouds behave as hard spheres. Their 
mutual excluded volume MSL varies as the sum of the 
radii cubed. If the two radii differ greatly, the larger 
one determines the excluded volume. 

We find below that the chains interpenetrate much 
more strongly than this cloud model suggests. Indeed, 
gSL(r) decreases only as a weak power of N or of r, 
even for r«R. And the mutual excluded volume MSL 
for two chains of greatly different size becomes negli
gible compared to the volume of the large chain. In 
Sec. II we discuss the short distance (r«R) behavior of 
gSL(r) for two chain ends and the analogous quantity g(r) 
for interior monomers. Section III gives an independent 
discussion of the mutual excluded volume M SL of a long 
chain and a short one. We relate MSL quantitatively to 
the short-chain radius using renormalization methods. 
In Sec. IV we discuss experimental tests of these pre
dictions. 

II. INTERCHAIN CORRELATIONS AT SHORT 
DISTANCE 

We may readily express gs L(r) in terms of partition 
functions of our system. We denote the partition func
tion of a single chain by Z 5 or Z L' We shall suppose 
one coordinate of the chain fixed at the origin, so as to 
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eliminate a trivial factor of the solution volume. The 
probability that the two chains have endpoints separated 
by r is proportional to the Boltzmann-weighted sum of 
all configurations of both chains with, say, an endpoint 
of S at the origin and an endpoint of L at r. We denote 
this sum as Z S L(r). The correlation function gSL(r) 
may be written gSL(r) =ZSL(r)/(Zs ZL)· 

There are two characteristic length scales governing 
gs L(r): the monomer length scale h and the size R of 
the chain. This R- GO with the chain length, while h re
mains fixed. The dimensionless function gSL(r) depends 
only on ratios of lengths; e. g., 

(2) 

(The ratios R/h and thence N are a combination of these 
arguments. The monomer excluded volume f3 will be 
held fixed on the scale of h in our discussion. ) 

For r, R» h, gs L must have a finite limit, and is ex
pressible in terms of macroscopic variables only: 

(3) 

We obtain further information about gSL(r) by consid
ering the limit r=h, and specializing to a lattice self
avoiding walk with lattice spacing h. Then, as Khohlov 
noted, 9 Z S L(r) becomes the partition function of a single 
chain of length S + L + 1, with two adjacent links in 
fixed positions. This must have the same N - GO behavior 
as that of an unrestricted chainl1 of that length: ZeN) 
- Nr-l~, where. y is a universal critical exponent and 
'Tc a nonuniversal constant. Thus, 

ZSL[r=O(h)]- (S + L)r-1T~+L 

And 

gSL[r= O(h)]- {s s:Lr1 
- R~(r-1J IV[(Rs/RL)l/v + 1Jr-1. (4) 

We expect this to be compatible with the scaling form 
Eq. (3) over some range of r. This leads to 

____ (..I-)(Y-ll/V

[(R /R )1/v + 1]r-1 . 
gSL(r) rl Rs. 0 Rs s L (5) 

RLIRs fixed 

Thus gs L(r) - 0 for small r, as in the smoothed density 
model discussed above. But it does so with a relatively 
weak power-law dependence, rather than an exponential 
decrease. 

When one chain is much shorter than the other, it is 
the shorter chain which determines gSL(r) at small r. 
If RL/Rs - GO in Eq. (5) above, gs L(r) becomes indepen
dent of the larger R L for r« Rs . Over the wider range 
Rs:$ r «RL, gSL(r) should remain independent of RL. 
On the one hand, g(r) should increase monotonically with 
r, even as RL - 00. On the other hand, g(r) for fixed r 
must decrease with increasing R L • In view of the non
zero limit for small r [Eq. (5)J g(r) must remain non
zero for larger r. Thus, 

must be a nonzero function of r. The integral of gSL 
must give the excluded volume M SL . The linear be-

havior of MSL with L, derived below, implies that 
(1 - gs L) falls off as r 1/v-d or faster for Rs «r« R L' 
in d-dimensional space. This power is natural, since 
it also describes12 •13 the average density PL of L chain 
monomers at distances r« R L from an end of the iso
lated L chain. In this r regime the repulsion effect 
may apparently be regarded as a weak perturbation, 
linear in PL. 

The behavior of gs L inferred here is based on the 
known behavior of the two-chain partition function for 
small r. It may also be derived from properties of a 
single chain as noted by Khohlov. 9 We let Zs(r) repre
sent the partition function for a single chain whose ends 
are separated by the displacement r. One may inferl4 
the short-distance behavior of Zs(r) directly from its 
renormalized form. The result is the same power law 
obtained above for gs L; viz., 

(6) 

One obtains this r dependence by fixing the reference 
distance ro and calculating Z s(r)/Z s(ro}. The above 
power law arises from the repulsion between monomers 
chemically near the ends; it is derived without mention 
of the chain length S; thus S may be taken as infinite. 
The fact that the two ends belong to a single chain is 
evidently irrelevant in the calculation: 

Zs(r) _ ZSL(r) _ ~ 
Zs(ro) - ZSL(rO) - gSL(rO) . 

Thus again we must have gSL(r)-rC,'-lUv. 

(7) 

The small-r behavior deduced above relies on the re
quirement that the two points separated by r be end
points of chains. One may also treat short-distance 
correlations of arbitrary points along the chains. We 
consider a point on the S chain at some distance N1 
from one end and N2 from the other. We choose a cor
responding point on chain L at a distance N3, N4 from the 
two ends. We then define g(r), analogous to gSL(r), 
giving the relative probability that the two specified 
points are separated by a displacement r. We expect 
g(r), like gSL(r), to have a characteristic power be
havior for short distances 1': h ~ r «R1 ••• R 4• As with 
gSL' one may deduce this r dependence from the cor
relations of the two monomers in a single chain formed, 
e. g., by joining the ends9 of segments 2 and 3. Des 
Cloizeaux14 has solved this problem approximately using 
renormalized field theory. The result has the same 
structure as do the end-end correlations. For small r 
the correlation function has a power-law behavior: g{r) 
- r92, where iJ 2 - O. 71. For r in the intermediate range 
R S « r« R L' we expect that in d dimensions, 

as with gSL. 

This g(r) controls the scaling of star polymers. We 
may express it as a ratio of partition functions as with 
gSL(r): 

(8) 

where Z(r) is the partition function of the two chains 
with the two chosen points constrained to lie at displace-
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ment r apart. Thus when r = h, Z(r) is the partition 
function of a four -branched star polymer, up to a factor 
independent of the NI • This partition function should 
scale with the N; in a way analogous to the scaling of a 
single chain, as noted by Daoud and Cotton15 

Z[r= O(h)]- Nt4 T:l +N2+N3+N4h(N2/Nb N3/Nb N4/N1). (9) 

Repeating the reasoning used above for gSL(r), we find 

A _______ [.!..-]-A4/V+2 (y-i> Iv 

g r« Rl"' R 4 Rl 

Comparing with g(r) - r 82 ; we have16 

A4=2(Y -1) -1182 • 

(10) 

(11) 

Using17 y = 1.162 and II = 0.588 one finds A4 ~ - 0.1. To 
obtain the scaling exponent A3 of 3 -branched stars, one 
replaces 82 by Des Cloizeaux's 81 ~ O. 46; this gives 
A3 ~ + O. 05. These predictions appear at odds with 
those of Daoud and Cotton15 for many-branched stars. 

III. MUTUAL EXCLUDED VOLUME 

Either gs L(r) or g(r) may be integrated to obtain the 
mutual excluded volume M SL ' In the excluded-volume 
limit M SL scales as the volume Rd of the chains if both 
Sand L go to co in proportion. 18 ,19 Thus, 

(12) 

One may anticipate the behavior of i4 by examining a 
limiting case. For S =0(1) and L- co, the repulsive 
energy U(r) [Eq. (l)l goes to 0, the S chain completely 
penetrates the L chain region, and M S L - U(r)Rf - L. 
This linear prediction, originally made by de Gennes,20 
contradicts the cloud model and several proposals in 
the recent literature. 7.18 At issue is the question 
whether two chains with a given large L/S interact the 
same whether S = 0(1) or S» 1. In the cloud model, the 
two cases behave quite differently. If S = 0(1) the S 
cloud penetrates the L cloud easily, but if S » 1 the S 
cloud is excluded from the L cloud. Below we extend 
the de Gennes argument to show that M S L - L for two 
chains even when S » 1. 

We note first that two chains of equal length S have a 
mutual excluded volume M S S proportional to R~. The 
long chain may be thought of as being composed of .\ 
= L /S segments of length S apiece. First we consider, 
instead of the L chain, a cloud of these .\ segments con
fined to the volume R~ normally occupied by the L chain. 
We also remove the excluded volume interactions be
tween the various .\ segments, while retaining it for 
monomers within a segment. This L cloud is a dilute 
solution of the segments-indefinitely dilute as .\_ co. 

Thus the mutual excluded volume between chain Sand 
the cloud is simply .\ times the excluded volume of two 
S chains. This is true whether the .\ segments are free 
to move or are fixed at definite positions within the 
cloud. We may, e. g., fix the end position of each .\ 
segment without affecting the mutual excluded volume. 
This would not hold if both chains were broken into many 
segments. Then if the segments are mobile in their 
respective clouds, the mutual excluded volume is of or
der (Rs +RL)d, while if the segments are fixed, it is 
merely the sum of segment volumes. 

Accordingly we position the end of each .\ segment at 
the end of its predecessor to reconstruct the L chain. 
Finally, we restore the repulsion between the monomers 
of different .\ segments. This has two effects. It pushes 
the segments away from one another; it also stretches 
out each segment. Neither of these effects changes the 
excluded volume qualitatively. The first only makes the 
initial approximation of the separated segments more 
nearly valid. The second effect is the distortion of a 
segment by the attachment of a long excluded-volume 
tail to each end. NOW, it is known that the attachment 
of such tails changes the average separation of two 
monomers by only a finite factor, even for infinitely 
long tails. 14,21 Thus, the density of monomers within a 
fixed distance such as Rs of a segment is changed by 
only a finite factor when the intersegment repulsions 
are turned on. 

The reconstruction of the L chain is now complete. 
The mutual excluded volume MSL remains of order .\ 
times that of the two S chains. Thus MSL is linear in 
the longer chain length, as claimed. 

The methods of renormalized perturbation theory 
allow us to estimate the magnitude of M S L in several 
ways. These methods rely on an expansion in E: = 4 - d. 
The calculations of Knoll, Schafer, and Witten, 18 or 
Elderfield7 or Oono and Freed22 give MSL/Mss in terms 
of Sand L. Such calculations give logarithms of S and 
L instead of the desired powers. By requiring22 that 
these logarithms be consistent with the form MSL/MSS 
w c(E:)L/S, one finds c(E:) = 1 + E:/8 - E:(ln2)/2 + 0(E:2). 

One may obtain another quantitative measure of M SL 
in terms of the volumes Rd of the chains. We calculate 
below the amplitude a defined by 

MSL - aR~L/S , L»S 
(13) 

where Rs is the radius of gyration of the S chain, using 
the method of Ref. 23. In this method one renormalizes 
the partition functions of a grand canonical ensemble24 

of chain lengths. The canonical results are then ob
tained by an exact closed-form transformation. 25 

The excluded volume M S L may be expressed in terms 
of Zs, ZL' and ZSL(r): 

M _ -!d'r(ZSL(r)-ZSZLl 
SL- ZSZL . (14) 

These partition functions have long-chain limiting forms 
as given above Eq. (4). For the individual chains, 

(15) 

where io is a nonuniversal amplitude. The scaling of 
! d'r[Z SL(r) - Z sZ Ll may be inferred from the finiteness 
of a: 

f d'r{Z S L(r) - Z sZ Ll = iSLS (y-il+vd-1 LYT~ +L , (16) 

for L »S. The radius of gyration Rs can be expressed23 

as a ratio of partition functions Ys(q): 

Y s(q)= ~ L L exp[iq' (rj - rJ)l exp[ -E{rj}/kTl , (17) 
(rl) j ,J 
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where rj is the position of the ith monomer, {rj} is a 
configuration of the chain, E{rl} is the repulsive energy 
of a configuration, and ro = O. The structure function 
S(q) for a chain is simply Ys(q)/Zs; hence Rs can be 
expressed in terms of the amplitudes Yo and Y2 of the 
Taylor expansion of Y(q): 

Y(q) = NY-1+2 T:(Yo - Y2N2vq2 + ... ) 

=const. S(q)=const.[1-RV/d+O(q4)]. (18) 

Evidently, R 2/d=Y2/YO. The ratio a may now be written 

-js~ (19) 

Each of the partition functions Z, Y, may be expressed 
in terms of its grand canonical counterpart. Here the 
Sand L chains are each taken from a grand canonical 
ensemble of chain lengths, governed by monomer fugaci
ties Ts1 and T'2. The grand canonical partition function 
for the short chain, Qt(Ts ), is related to the Z(N) by 

Q1(TS)'" L:>SN Z(N) , (19a) 
N=O 

and similarly for chain L. 

Each of the amplitudes j, Y may be readily expressed 
in terms of its counterpart j, y in the grand canonical 
ensemble. Thus 

(20) 

and where ts '" In(Ts/Tc)' This limiting relation between 
the large-N behavior and the T- T c behavior holds when
ever the t power is negative. Using this transformation 
law, valid also for Z SL - QSL' the ratio a may be ex
pressed in terms of the amplitudes j, y in the combina
tion O!: 

r(y) [r(y + 2 + 2V)]d/2 _ a- a 
- yr(y + vd -1) r(y + 2) 

(21) 

where 

(22) 

The grand canonical ratio a may be readily calculated 
by the renormalized Fixman expansion. 23 The Appendix 
outlines our calculation to second order in E: (one-loop 
order). We obtain 

(23) 

In view of the sizeable E: 2 correction, we estimate a 
factor-of-two uncertainty in this result in three dimen
sions. 

The combination of r functions a/a may be calculated 
accurately using the accepted17 values of y and v; one 
finds a/a = 6.569 in three dimensions. Combining this 
with our expression for ii, [Eq. (23)] we conclude that 
for L»S and d=3, 

M SL =(U.76±5.5)L/SR1, 

~2.8L/S[41T/3R1] • 
(24) 

This expression for M s L allows us to make a new esti
mate for the interpenetration function1 ;p for a monodis-

perse solution of excluded-volume chains in three di
mensions: 

= 1 Mss/2 
;p - 41T3!2 R1 ' 

_ 1 .!.[MssL]a 
- 41T3!2 2 MSLS 

(25) 

The constant in square brackets is the inverse of c(E:) 
defined above [Eq. (13)]. Combining this with our expres
sion for a from Eqs. (21) and (23), we obtain ;P=0.14E:[1 
+ loUd = O. 30 ± 0.16(E: = 1). The recent experiment of 
Miyaki et al. 26 suggests ;p = 0.22, which is consistent 
with this result. These coefficients [Eqs. (24) and (25)] 
will vary from their asymptotic values if the solvent is 
worsened or the chains shortened. A calculation of 
these variations is in progress. 27 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL TESTS 

There are two classic experiments which are sensi
tive to the excluded volume MSL : osmotic pressure and 
light scattering. In a solution containing Sand L chains 
with chain concentrations Cs and CL , the osmotic pres
sure n has the form 

n 1 2 
kT = Cs + CL + zMssCs 

+MSLCsCL +iMLLci +O(c3
) (26) 

The scattering structure function S(q) for q = 0 has a 
similar form. Schafer28 has recently reviewed the 
available experimental information on M SL • It appears 
from this review that the experiments are not yet pre
cise enough to confirm or disprove our prediction. In
deed, they do not even rule out the hard sphere behavior 
predicted by the smoothed density hypothesis. 

The short-distance behavior of the interchain corre
lation function gSL(r) is measurable in neutron scatter
ing experiments. By marking certain monomers i, j 
isotopically one may measure the structure function S(q) 
conjugate to the correlation function gIJ(r). By marking 
only monomers near one end of the chains, one may 
thus measure gSL(r). The power-law behavior of gSL(r) 
for short distances produces a conjugate power-law be
havior in S(q). Thus, in a dilute solution for wave
lengths 21T/q much longer than the size R". of the marked 
sections yet much shorter than the chain radius R, one 
expects 

S(q) =N~c[l + ca2ql-<y-tl/vJ-d] , (27) 

where c is the chain concentration and N". is the number 
of markers per chain. By marking N". monomers near 
the middle of the chains, one should find analogous be
havior, with (y -l)/v replaced by 82• This same be
havior should occur in the semidilute regime, provided 
l/q is small compared to the screening length~. The 
constant ~ should then be replaced by a function of the 
overlap cR3. If the wavelength becomes comparable to 
the size of marked segment, the formula should be mul
tiplied by S",(q), the form factor of the one marked seg
ment. This too may be a function of concentration in 
the combination cR~. These predictions are not altered 
by polydispersity of the solution, provided all chains 
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are much longer than the scattered wavelength 1/ q. 
The same powers of q predicted here could have been 
observed in principle by marking, e. g., the two ends of 
the same chain. The predicted power has not to our 
knowledge been seen. It may prove easier to see the 
interchain effects predicted here, since (a) it is easier 
to make a long polymer with one marked section than 
with two, and (b) the interchain scattering can be readily 
extracted, since it has a special concentration depen
dence. 

There exist spectroscopic probes sensitive to the 
concentration of nearby pairs of monomers. Thus, 
e. g., one may detect the number of ends separated by 
some small distance b by measuring the optical absorp
tion due to some hybridized excited state of the two ends. 
The number of such pairs is of order C

2g sL(b). The 
number of pairs thus has the characteristic S and L de
pendence of Eq. (4), noted by Khohlov, provided the 
solution is dilute, c« R-3 • The probed ends need not be 
the same as the other monomers. The method could 
also be used to measure the contacts between the two 
ends of the same chain. Experiments observing the ex
pected powers have not been reported. 

Clearly gSL(r) also influences chemical or isomeric 
reactions between two chain ends. Here also the reac
tion rate is proportional to the number of pairs within 
some microscopic distance b of each other. Khohlov9 

noted that such reactions, if "chemically limited, " have 
a rate proportional to gSL(r'!5. b)-NY

-
1• The present 

work extends these results to cover the region b> 1. 
The chemically limited restriction is a severe one, 
since here the reactive sites are necessarily dilute. If 
the reaction is started at time t = 0, it will be chemi
cally limited only for short times. That is, if two reac
tants already within the distance b react in a mean time 
to, then the reaction ceases to be chemically limited for 
times greater than to. After this time, the reaction be
comes transport limited; the number of nearby pairs is 
then much depleted compared to the equilibrium num
ber. The behavior of the reaction rate in this case is a 
subtle one29

-
30 _even in a melt, where there are no ex

cluded volume effects of the sort considered here. To 
generalize the reaction-rate theory to treat excluded 
volume effects would be valuable. 
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port to the Condensed Matter Physics department of 
College de France, where most of this work was done. 
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APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF a 

The Laplace transform of Eq. (16) is the connected 
part of the two-chain partition function which we denote 
Q2c' Its Fixman expansion to second order in the repul
sion strength u is represented by the diagrams of Fig. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c). .. I 

;-;-: 
'-'--' 

,~~, 

-: +1 
~ 
__ :~ +3 

,''''--\ 

-'-

-:-:
~ 

-;-+1 

:';--'" 

"-': + 3 

,.'--. 

i' 'i + 1 

<'-~-:" 
'--' 1 + 3 

/:-~'\ 
:: + 1 

/",,--,\ 

-----;z + 3 
~ 

FIG 1. Perturbation diagrams used in calculating O!. (a) Di
agrams for QZc up to second order. The notation + 1, + 3 indi
cates one or three other diagrams related to the one shown by 
interchanging the two chains or their ends. (b) Diagrams for 
Q1 giving rise to the Zo renormalization. (c) Diagrams for 
r(4) giving rise to the z4 renormalization. 

l(a). Evaluating these gives 

K2(211)dU 
Q2 = t2 t2 {1-2u[I(0,ts)+I(0,tL)] 

c S L 

where 

_ Z(d) r(d/2)r(E:/2) t1-0/2 - tto12 

- 2 1 - E:/2 ts - tL 

(A2) 

where Z(d) = 211d12/r(d/2) is the area of the unit sphere 
in d dimensions. The constant K enters through the 
free-chain partition functions Qo(t,p) in the expansion: 
Qo(t,p)=K/(p2 + t). Each solid line segment in the dia
grams denotes a factor Qo. The repulsion strength u is 
proportional to the excluded volume of a monomer pair. 
The values of K and u for a lattice polymer are given in 
Ref. 23. To the first nonleading order in u, the single
chain partition function Q1 has the form 

(A3) 

To renormalize Q2 and Ql we define a renormalization 
length scale X-I, d~fine a dimenSionless t by t= tx-2 and 
then express l(ts, tL ): 

[
1 ~ ~ ~ 1 

l(ts, tL)=Z(d)C E +I(ts, tL)J ' 

the regular part i being analytic in E: for small E:: 

~ ~ ~ 1 ts Ints -tLIntL l(ts,tL )=--2 ~ ~ +O(E:). 
ts - tL 

(A4) 
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We then change to rescaled variables t- t R,= Z2t, u- g 
= Z4 2 (d)uX'E

; K -KR,=zoK, choosing z2 and z4-indepen
dent of ts, tL-to remove the Singular liE: terms of 
QtR,(t R" g) = Z oQt (t R" g). We specify these in more detail 
below. 

From the expression for Z 4 to second order in g, one 
calculates 

.!.L=g[-E:-4g - 21t1 • 
alnx 2 J (A5) 

In the limit of large polymers, hence small X, g is I 

driven to the fixed pOint g* defined by the vanishing of 
this derivative. Thus 

g* = - [~ + .!!..E:2 + O(3)] 4 128 . (A6) 

The "renormalized" expansion of QtR, in terms of tR, and 
g has the same form as the unrenormalized expansion, 
but with all the singular inverse powers of E: removed 
from the I integrations. 

The renormalization or scaling symmetry of Qt and 
Q2c follows from the invariance of the physical partition 
functions when the renormalization scale X is changed. 
The scaling laws are6,t9 

Q2
C
R,(tSR" tLR)=fifI>llQ2

C
R,(1, tLR,ltsR,) ; 

QtR,(tR,) = t-; QtR,(l) • 

Thus the mutual excluded volume 

Q2c «(tS R" tu) _ !l1g*(21T)d 
[QtR,(tSR,)QtR(tLR)] - r 2(d) 

x [1 + g* (-1 + ; ~ ;) + 0(g*2) + O(E:g*)] 

(A7) 

(A8) 

(A9) 

Here we have evaluated the integrals at d=4 and de
noted t Lit s(= tults R) as r. The ratio Y2R,lyoR, of Eq. 
(22) was calculated in Ref. 23 with the same renormal
ization conventions: 

Y2Rl yOR,= (1 + :6)ri
v 

• (A10) 

We combine these results to form a: 
- - tLlts Q2 (is, tL) 

Cl = lim () ( )r.;;- ]412 d/2 • tL1tS.OQt ts Qt tL LY2 Yo d 
(All) 

This quantity is invariant under the scale factors Z 0, 

Z2, and z4; thus it can be expressed in terms of the re
normalized ratio of Eqs. (A9) and (A10) above: 

-. -g*(21T)d [1 * (1 rlnr)] (A12) 
C'I. = 1;.l1l2(d)(1 + E/96)d/2dd/2 + g - + 1 - r . 

Evidently, the term in Inr drops out as r- O. We 
choose to factor out the kinematic factor (21T)dd"d/2/2(d) 
and make a strict E: expansion of the rest. Inserting 
Eq. (A6) for g* this gives Eq. (23) in the text: 

(A13) 

We now give the renormalization prescription defining 
the zi factors. The factor z2 renormalizing t is defined 
as described in Ref. 23. The renormalization of K (not 

needed in Ref. 23) is required beyond first order in g 
to render the fixed-end partition function QtR,(P' t=O) 
free of an overall multiplicative divergence in inverse 
powers of E:. To second order in g one has 

QtR,(p, t = 0) 

=ZoK{~ + t;22E: (p2' 2E [- (:E:) - :2 +O(E:)J)~}, 
(A14) 

represented by the two diagrams of Fig. l(b). Evi
dently, the chOice Z 0 = 1 + t 1(8E:) removes the singular 
part. 

The factor z4 is chosen to render finite those diagram
matic pieces (called collectively r~» which if replaced 
by an interaction line would yield a valid lower-order 
diagram. These r~4) diagrams are pictured in Fig. 1c. 
We may determine the divergent part by evaluating these 
at the "symmetry point" SP x' where the sum of any two 
external momenta PI has magnitude X. An overall fac
tor z02 enters, because K has been expressed in terms 
of K R in the Q 0 factors. 3t 

r 14
) I SF = Zi?[gZ41 + 4(gZ41)2 It(k) 

X 

+ 5(gZ41)3[I1(k)]2 + 22(gZ41)3 14(k, k)]k=1 • (A15) 

Here k is the momentum of a pair of external lines, 
expressed as a multiple of X. The integrals II and 14 
are convolutions of two or of three propagators, and are 
defined in Amit (Ref. 31) Eqs. A9-ll and A9-35. Ex
panded in E:, these are 

(A16) 

One determines Z41 = 1 + alg + ~ + ••• to cancel the 
inverse powers of E: appearing in Eq. (A15) for r~). As 
in Ref. 23 at = - 4/E: removes the divergence in order 
t. The chOice a2 = 16/E:2 - 21/(4E:) removes them in 
0(1). Based on these values for al and ~, one may 
now calculate 

.!.L __ E: [1 _ a Inz4]'1 
a lnx - g a Ing 

This yields Eq. (A5) above. 
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